
CASE STUDY

WESTSIDE LASER & LIGHT

Using a Robust Online Strategy to Increase Web 
Presence and Online Reputation

Calgary’s leading medical cosmetic clinic, Westside Laser & Light came to CIPR 

Communications to improve its overall web presence and online reputation. Initial 

engagements with the business included a social media refresh and the development 

of a content calendar. The CIPR team then created successful SEO and PPC campaigns 

that helped the clinic reach their goals. 

A dynamic and attractive social media presence is the first step to 
ensuring a business is available for their online leads. An attractive 
brand, dynamic SEO approach, and direct paid ads ensure online 
lead generation is successful. By refreshing the clinics Instagram and 
Facebook provided a positive brand reputation – especially when the 
competition in this particular industry is fierce.



CIPR’s engagement with Westside Laser and Light, began with promotion of their customer 

appreciation event and management of influencers to help promote the brand online. Due 

to the success of the event, Westside continued their contract with CIPR. CIPR began with 

an in-depth audit of the client’s social media platforms. Through interactive mapping and 

workshopping CIPR was able to identify the most important content and the key calls to 

action for potential customers. 

CIPR led the client in the content collection process ensuring that the social media platforms 

were reflective of the experience one would have within the clinic. CIPR took an active role in 

writing and creating content to ensure it would resonate with the clinic’s target audience. 

CIPR was instrumental in ensuring initial search engine optimization (SEO) was completed 

and that the website was optimized. There was a particular focus on the client’s newest 

technology – the EMSCULPT and the complete suite of BODY BY BTL services. CIPR ran a 

targeted and successful paid search campaign to push to these services. 

CIPR also created marketing materials and advised on traditional marketing tactics to help 

increase leads. 

CIPIR COMMUNICATIONS
STRATEGIC APPROACH



• Content Creation, Direction
• Social Media Management
• Marketing Materials 
• Influencer Engagement 
• Dynamic SEO
• Paid Online Advertising (PPC) -  

Social Media and Google

CIPIR COMMUNICATIONS
TACTICS



5800%+  
increase in 

social media 
impressions

Site ranking for  
625 organic keywords

75 keywords on Google’s First Page
64 keywords on Google’s Second Page

>2% 
Click Through 

Rate on PPC Ads

CIPIR COMMUNICATIONS
TACTICAL RESULTS

Looking forward CIPR would recommend the following digital marketing tactics to 
Westside Laser and Light in order to ensure the continued success of its reputation 
management and lead generation:

Paid Search Campaign: Specifically focusing on the local market will ensure that 
Westside Laser and Light is at the top of the search queue on Google – making it easy 
to access and continually standing out from the competition. A focus on the services 
that are ongoing and lower budget might be helpful rather than jumping right into big 
ticket purchases. 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO): a rich content marketing strategy can ensure that 
Westside Laster & Light takes advantage of the blog created on the site while at the 
same time helping its organic search ranking. Content developed for SEO can be 
leveraged on the business’ social media accounts as well. 

Web Development: A website that is easy to navigate and provides easy to understand 
education is essential to any client in this particular industry. CIPR recommends 
spending time on developing a new website that utilizes strong call to action items, 
prioritizes web speed and is easy to navigate. 

CIPR is still partnering with Westside Laser and looks forward to starting to execute 
on these recommendations while maintaining the social media presence. 

CIPIR COMMUNICATIONS
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100+  
VIP Guests at 
Client Event


